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11. Generalized class formations
and higher class field theory

Michael Spieß

Let K ( K = Kn,Kn−1, . . . ,K0 ) be ann-dimensional local field (whose last residue
field is finite of characteristicp ).

The following theorem can be viewed as a generalization to higher dimensional local
fields of the factBr(F ) →̃ Q/Z for classical local fieldsF with finite residue field
(see section 5).

Theorem (Kato). There is a canonical isomorphism

h: Hn+1(K, Q/Z(n)) →̃ Q/Z.

Kato established higher local reciprocity map (see section5 and[K1, Th. 2 of§6]
(two-dimensional case),[K2, Th. II], [K3, §4]) using in particular this theorem.

In this section we deduce the reciprocity map for higher local fields from this theorem
and Bloch–Kato’s theorem of section 4. Our approach which uses generalized class
formations simplifies Kato’s original argument.

We use the notations of section 5. For a complexX · the shifted-by-n complex
X ·[n] is defined as(X ·[n])q = Xn+q, dX·[n] = (−1)ndX· . For a (pro-)finite groupG
the derived category ofG-modules is denoted byD(G).

11.0. Classical class formations

We begin with recalling briefly the classical theory of classformations.
A pair (G,C) consisting of a profinite groupG and a discreteG-module C is

called aclass formationif
(C1) H1(H,C) = 0 for every open subgroupH of G.
(C2) There exists an isomorphisminvH : H2(H,C) →̃Q/Z for every open subgroup

H of G.
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(C3) For all pairs of open subgroupsV 6 U 6 G the diagram

H2(U,C)
res

−−−−→ H2(V,C)
yinvU

yinvV

Q/Z
×|U :V |
−−−−→ Q/Z

is commutative.

Then for a pair of open subgroupsV 6 U 6 G with V normal in U the group
H2(U/V,CV ) ≃ ker(H2(U,C) → H2(V,C)) is cyclic of order |U : V |. It has
a canonical generatoruL/K which is called thefundamental class; it is mapped to
1/|L : K| + Z under the composition

H2(U/V,CV )
inf
−→ H2(U,C)

invU−−→ Q/Z.

Cup product withuL/K induces by the Tate–Nakayama lemma an isomorphism

Ĥq−2(U/V, Z) →̃ Ĥq(U/V,CV ).

Hence forq = 0 we getCU/ corU/V (CV ) →̃ (U/V )ab.
An example of a class formation is the pair(GK , Gm) consisting of the absolute

Galois group of a local fieldK and the GK -module Gm = (Ksep)∗ . We get an
isomorphism

K∗/NL/KL∗ →̃ Gal(L/K)ab

for every finite Galois extensionL/K .
In order to give an analogous proof of the reciprocity law forhigher dimensional

local fields one has to work with complexes of modules rather than a single module.
The concepts of the class formations and Tate’s cohomology groups as well as the

Tate–Nakayama lemma have a straightforward generalization to bounded complexes of
modules. Let us begin with Tate’s cohomology groups (see[Kn] and[Ko1]).

11.1. Tate’s cohomology groups

Let G be a finite group. Recall that there is an exact sequence (called a complete
resolution ofG )

X · . . . → X−2 → X−1 → X0 → X1 → . . .

of free finitely generatedZ[G] -modules together with a mapX0 → Z such that the
sequence

· · · → X−1 → X0 → Z → 0

is exact.
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Part I. Section 11. Generalized class formations and higherclass field theory 105

Definition. Let G be a finite group. For a a bounded complex

A· . . . → A−1 → A0 → A1 → . . .

of G-modules Tate’s cohomology groupŝHq(G,A·) are defined as the (hyper-)cohomo-
logy groups of the single complex associated to the double complex

Y i,j = HomG(X−i, Aj )

with suitably determined sign rule. In other words,

Ĥq(G,A·) = Hq(Tot(Hom(X ·, A·))G).

Remark. If A is a G-module, thenĤq(G,A·) coincides with ordinary Tate’s coho-
mology group ofG with coefficients inA where

A· . . . → 0 → A → 0 → . . . ( A is at degree 0).

Lemma (Tate–Nakayama–Koya,[Ko2]). Suppose that

(i) Ĥ1(H,A·) = 0 for every subgroupH of G;
(ii) there isa ∈ Ĥ2(G,A·) such thatresG/H (a) generatesĤ2(H,A·) and is of order

|H| for every subgroupsH of G.
Then

Ĥq−2(G, Z)
∪a
−→ Ĥq(G,A·)

is an isomorphism for allq.

11.2. Generalized notion of class formations

Now let G be a profinite group andC · a bounded complex ofG-modules.

Definition. The pair(G,C ·) is called ageneralized class formationif it satisfies (C1)–
(C3) above (of course, we have to replace cohomology by hypercohomology).

As in the classical case the following lemma yields an abstract form of class field
theory

Lemma. If (G,C ·) is a generalized class formation, then for every open subgroup H
of G there is a canonical map

ρH : H0(H,C ·) → Hab

such that the image ofρH is dense inHab and such that for every pair of open
subgroupsV 6 U 6 G, V normal in U , ρU induces an isomorphism

H0(U,C ·)/ corU/V H0(V,C ·) →̃ (U/V )ab.
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11.3. Important complexes

In order to apply these concepts to higher dimensional classfield theory we need
complexes which are linked toK -theory as well as to the Galois cohomology groups
Hn+1(K, Q/Z(n)). Natural candidates are the Beilinson–Lichtenbaum complexes.

Conjecture ([Li1 ]). Let K be a field. There is a sequence of bounded complexesZ(n),
n > 0, of GK -modules such that

(a) Z(0) = Z concentrated in degree0; Z(1) = Gm[−1] ;
(b) Z(n) is acyclic outside[1, n] ;
(c) there are canonical mapsZ(m) ⊗L Z(n) → Z(m + n) ;
(d) Hn+1(K, Z(n)) = 0;
(e) for every integerm there is a triangleZ(n)

m
−→ Z(n) −→ Z/m(n) −→ Z(n)[1] in

D(GK) ;
(f) Hn(K, Z(n)) is identified with the MilnorK -group Kn(K).

Remarks. 1. This conjecture is very strong. For example, (d), (e), and(f) would imply
the Milnor–Bloch–Kato conjecture stated in 4.1.

2. There are several candidates forZ(n), but only in the case wheren = 2 proofs
have been given so far, i.e. there exists a complexZ(2) satisfying (b), (d), (e) and (f)
(see[Li2 ]).

By using the complexZ(2) defined by Lichtenbaum, Koya proved that for 2-
dimensional local fieldK the pair (GK , Z(2)) is a class formation and deduced the
reciprocity map forK (see[Ko1]). Once the existence of theZ(n) with the properties
(b), (d), (e) and (f) above is established, his proof would work for arbitrary higher
dimensional local fields as well (i.e.(GK , Z(n)) would be a class formation for an
n-dimensional local fieldK ).

However, for the purpose of applications to local class fieldtheory it is enough to
work with the following simple complexes which was first considered by B. Kahn[Kn].

Definition. Let Ž(n) ∈ D(GK) be the complexG
L

⊗n
m [−n].

Properties of Ž(n) .

(a) it is acyclic outside[1, n];
(b) for every m prime to the characteristic ofK if the latter is non-zero, there is a

triangle

Ž(n)
m
−→ Ž(n) −→ Z/m(n) −→ Ž(n)[1]

in D(GK);
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(c) for everym as in (b) there is a commutative diagram

K∗⊗n −−−−→ Hn(K, Ž(n))

pr
y

y

Kn(K)/m −−−−→ Hn(K, Z/m(n)).

where the bottom horizontal arrow is the Galois symbol and the left vertical arrow
is given byx1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn 7→ {x1, . . . , xn} mod m.

The first two statements are proved in[Kn], the third in[Sp].

11.4. Applications ton-dimensional local class field theory

Let K be ann-dimensional local field. For simplicity we assume thatchar (K) = 0.
According to sections 3 and 5 for every finite extensionL of K there are isomorphisms

(1) Kn(L)/m →̃Hn(L, Z/m(n)), Hn+1(L, Q/Z(n)) →̃Q/Z.

Lemma. (G, Ž(n)[n]) is a generalized class formation.

The triangle (b) above yields short exact sequences

0 −→ Hi(K, Ž(n))/m −→ Hi(K, Z/m(n)) −→ mHi+1(K, Ž(n)) −→ 0

for every integeri. (1) and the diagram (c) show thatmHn+1(K, Ž(n)) = 0 for all
m 6= 0. By property (a) aboveHn+1(K, Ž(n)) is a torsion group, hence= 0. Therefore
(C1) holds for(G, Ž(n)[n]). For (C2) note that the above exact sequence fori = n + 1
yields Hn+1(K, Z/m(n)) → mHn+2(K, Ž(n)). By taking the direct limit over allm
and using (1) we obtain

Hn+2(K, Ž(n)) →̃Hn+1(K, Q/Z(n)) →̃Q/Z.

Now we can establish the reciprocity map forK : put C · = Ž(n)[n] and letL/K be
a finite Galois extension of degreem. By applying abstract class field theory (see the
lemma of 11.2) to(G,C ·) we get

Kn(K)/NL/KKn(L) →̃Hn(K, Z/m(n))/ cor Hn(L, Z/m(n))

→̃H0(K,C ·)/m/ cor H0(L,C ·)/m →̃ Gal(L/K)ab.

For the existence theorem see the previous section or Kato’spaper in this volume.
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